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1 Introduction1

Many extensions of the standard model (SM) predict new massive charged gauge bosons [1–2

3]. The W′ boson is a heavy partner of the SM W gauge boson that could be produced in3

proton-proton collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Searches for a high-mass4

W′ boson resonance have been performed at the Tevatron [4, 5] and the LHC [6–15] in the5

lepton-neutrino, diboson and diquark final states.6

Vector-like quarks (VLQ) are BSM predicted heavy quarks in which the left and right-handed7

chiralities transform the same way under SM gauge groups, and are consistent with the current8

Higgs boson measurements. Here we investigate the case of a heavy B′ or T′ quark that is9

produced along with a t or b quark respectively in the decay of a W′ boson. The B′ or T′10

from the W′ decay then decays into a Higgs Boson and either a bottom (b) or top (t) quark11

respectfully. The theoretical framework for this analysis is described in [16].12

We perform an inclusive search for a B′ or T′ quark in the t quark, Higgs boson, and b quark13

final state. The background is dominated by top-pair production (tt) and quantum chromo-14

dynamics (QCD), which are modelled by a combination of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and15

control regions in data. Limits on the W′ production cross section in the branching fraction to16

B′ or T′ are set by using the distribution of t quark, Higgs boson, b quark invariant mass (Mthb).17

To identify the t quark and Higgs boson, boosted techniques are used in order to preserve18

selection efficiency in the high W′ boson mass range.19

2 Data samples20

The data sample used in the analysiscorresponds to 35.9 fb−1 of 13 TeV data. The tt production21

background component is generated with Powheg and is composed of two MC samples which22

are generated using different tt invariant mass regions and are summed using the correspond-23

ing generator selection efficiency. The signal samples are generated using Madgraph5 in a W′24

mass range from 1.5 to 4.0 TeV in 500 GeV increments.25

For each W′ mass point, three VLQ mass points are generated, with the central VLQ mass range26

from 1.0 to 2.5 TeV. The VLQ masses are generated such that there is a low (≈1/2 W′ mass),27

central (≈2/3 W′ mass), and high (≈3/4 W′ mass) sample for each W′ mass point. The W′ and28

VLQ width is generated as 3% of the resonance mass.29

The theoretical framework followed in the analysis is described in Ref. [16] as evaluated at30

sL = 0.5 and cot(θ2) = 3. The sL parameter determines the degree of top compositeness and θ231

determines the angle between the superposition of elementary and composite W′ states. The32

W′ cross section is inversely proportional to cot2(θ2) = 3, but the lower cot(θ2) tend to be33

dominated by the leptonic W′ decay mode. High sL parameter decreases B′t or bT′ phase space34

compared to B′T′, wheras low sL tends to prefer the W′ diboson decays. The cross sections used35

to scale signal in the analysis are evaluated using this framework at 13 TeV from 1.5 to 4.0 TeV36

in the assumption that W′ →VLQ branching ratio is evenly distributed beween B′t and bT′,37

and the VLQ→qH branching ratio is 50%.38

The MC samples are reweighted such that the true number of vertices in the simulation match39

the average number of interactions in data using the standard procedure and a minimum bias40

cross section hpyothesis of 69.2±3.18 mb.41
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3 Event Reconstruction42

3.1 Jets43

The W′ → (B′t, T′b) → tHb final state is characterized by three high pt jets. Two of these jets44

are wide and massive due to the heavy resonance (t quark or H boson) decay, and the third45

is narrow and low mass. Therefore, we require one jet clustered with the anti-kt algorithm jet46

with a distance parameter of 0.8 (AK8 jet) with pT > 300 GeV (Higgs candidate), one AK8 jet47

with pT > 400 GeV (top candidate) and at least one AK4 jet with pT > 200 GeV. For the two48

tagged AK8 jets, the ∆R is required to be at least 1.8 in order to reduce jet-shape correlation49

which tends to bias the background estimate. After tagging the AK8 jets, the collection of50

jets considered for the b candidate is populated by AK4 jets with ∆R of at least 1.2 from the51

tagged AK8 jets. In the case of multiple jets with the same tag, the tagged candidate is chosen52

randomly. All jets in the analysis are required to be within |η| < 2.4. Additionally, in order53

to restrict the analysis to the region of full trigger efficiency (see Section 3.2), the pT sum of all54

AK4 jets in the event (HT) is required to be at least 1000 GeV.55

To mitigate the effect of pileup, the pileup per particle identification (PUPPI) algorithm [17] is56

used for all jets in the analysis. The PUPPI algorithm applies weights that rescale the transverse57

momentum based on the per-particle probability of originating from the primary vertex prior58

to jet clustering. The energy and resolution of all jets are scaled using the latest corrections.59

For the top candidate jet, we use a top-tagging algorithm that selects the distinct three-prong60

substructure, a high groomed mass, and b flavor discrimination. For the Higgs candidate jet,61

we use a Higgs-tagging algorithm that selects a high groomed mass, and the double b flavor62

from the bb decay mode. For the b candidate jet, we require only a b tag. The details of the63

tagging variables will be detailed later in this section.64

3.2 Trigger65

Due to the fact that the signal of interest is a high mass resonance decaying to multiple high pt66

jets, the trigger used for data taking requires either high HT or AK8 jet pT.67

The trigger turn on can be seen in Fig. 1, and is parameterized as the summed pt of all AK468

jets in the event. The minimum of the summed AK4 pT is required to be at least 1000 GeV in69

the full selection, which ensures the analysis is largely in the trigger plateau region. Although70

there is very little inefficiency due to the trigger turn-on, this is taken into account as an event71

weight when processing MC smaples.72

3.3 Top tagging73

In the case of a highly boosted top in the pT >400 GeV region, the decay products (one b quark74

and two light quarks) can merge into a single jet. We use the standard CMS top tagging algo-75

rithm for top jet identification. In this analysis we use the loose operating point. This is defined76

by Nsubjettiness, softdrop mass, and subjet b tagging.77

Nsubjettiness defines how consistent the jet energy pattern is with originating from N hard78

partons. The following function is used:79

τN =
1
d ∑

i
pTimin{∆R1,i, ∆R2,i, ..., ∆RN,i}, (1)

which is bound between zero and one with the low τN values being more consistent with N80

partons. In the case of a top quark hadronic decay, the jet is more consistent with three cores81

than two, so τ3/ τ2 is used at the τ3/ τ2 < 0.8 operating point.82
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Figure 1: Trigger turn on curve as a function of summed AK4 jet pt. The minimum in this
analysis is 1.0 TeV as shown by the red dashed line.

The merged top jet can also be discriminated from background by using the large top quark83

mass. The modified mass drop tagger algorithm, also known as the soft drop algorithm with84

angular exponent β= 0 [18] is used to calculate this mass variable. This algorithm reclusters the85

jet using the Cambridge Aachen algorithm, then declusters until the softdrop condition is met.86

This condition is defined as:87

min(pT1, pT2)

pT1 + pT2
> z(∆R12/R0)

β. (2)

We require the softdrop mass to be between 105 and 210 GeV in order to put the mass in the88

range of a top quark.89

The softdrop mass and Nsubjettiness discriminators are calculated with PUPPI inputs.90

Finally, as the top jet contains a b quark, additional discrimination power can be achieved by91

using subjet b-tagging [19]. We require at least one subjet b tag at the loose operating point.92

The scale factor for this top tagging operating point is measured to be 1.07 in a semileptonic tt93

sample.94

3.4 Higgs tagging95

In the case of a highly boosted Higgs boson in the bb decay mode, the decay products tend96

to merge into a jet that has a mass that is consistent with a Higgs boson and two b quarks97

clustered within the jet area. Once again we use the softdrop mass, but in this case the jet is98

scaled using a PUPPI softdrop mass correction derived for use in W tagging [20]. We require99

the softdrop mass to be between 105 and 135 GeV in order to be consistent with a Higgs boson.100

We use jet mass scale and jet mass resolution scale factors derived from fitting the W softdrop101

mass spectrum in semileptonic tt.102

To identify the two b quarks clustered into the merged Higgs jet, we use a dedicated double103

b-tagging algorithm [19] We use the medium operating point which requires the double b tag104
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Efficiency
1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

800 0.83 — — — — —
1000 0.88 2.3 — — — —
1300 0.48 2.5 3.5 — — —
1500 — 2.1 3.5 4.0 — —
1800 — — 3.3 4.1 4.5 —
2100 — — — 3.7 4.3 4.8
2500 — — — — 4.4 3.9
3000 — — — — — 3.5

Table 1: Efficiency table in units of percent for each signal point in the analysis.

discriminator to be at least 0.8.105

Scale factors are derived for this tagger in the case of a true Higgs and a mistagged top. For106

this analysis, we use both scale factors dependent on matching of top and Higgs particles from107

the generator.108

See Fig. 2 for the relevant distributions in loose selections in tt, QCD, and signal MC, and Tab.1109

for the signal efficiency for all samples considered in the analysis.110

There is a region of top and Higgs tagging selection overlap, which is resolved by giving Higgs-111

tag priority in the full selection. This ensures that the background is unbiased by the tagging112

probability overlap.113

3.5 B tagging114

For the b quark daughter of the B′ or W′ reconstructed as an AK4 jet, we use the CSVv2 b115

tagging algorithm at the loose operating point (CSV>0.5426). We use a MC to data scale factor116

for the b tagging requirement in order to improve the agreement of data sand simulation. Both117

the scale factor for true-b and mistag-b are evaluated by matching the b jet with the progenitor118

particles identified from the generator. The b jet is of true b origin over 95% of the time in the119

full selection for signal, but this there is a non-negligible mistagging rate for tt.120

The sensitivity of the selections used in the analysis have been studied both in the context of121

expected limit and W′ discovery potential. After identifying the top, Higgs and b candidate122

jets, we extract the W′ candidate mass as the invariant mass of the three jets.123

4 Background estimation124

The primary background in this analysis is QCD and is derived from data. To estimate the this125

component of the total background estimate we invert Higgs tagging criterion. Specifically, the126

selection used for this inverted definition is Higgs softdrop mass<30 GeV and not requiring127

the double b-tagging selection. Tab. 2 defines various selection regions used in the analysis.128

A transfer function TF(pT, η) is extracted from data by additionally inverting the top selection129

softdrop mass to be between 30 and 105 GeV and τ3/ τ2 > 0.65. In this region, TF(pT, η) is130

defined as the ratio of the reconstructed Higgs candidate pT spectrum in two η regions (cen-131

tral (|η| < 1.0) and forward (|η| > 1.0) for the full Higgs selection to the inverted selection132

(SB2/SB1). This can be interpreted as the probability to transform the normalization and shape133

of distributions from the inverted Higgs region to the full selection.134
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Normalized distributions of discriminating variables in tt, QCD, and signal MC. The QCD
distributions are exracted from sets with minimum generator HT >1000 GeV. From upper left
to lower right, maximum subjet b tag for top discrimination (SJcsvmax >0.5426), τ3/ τ2 for top

discrimination (τ3/ τ2 < 0.8), softdrop mass used for top discrimination (105< MSD <210
GeV), double btag discriminant used for Higgs tagging (Dbtag> 0.8), and softdrop mass used

for Higgs discrimination (105< MSD <135 GeV).
Normalized distributions of discriminating variables in tt, QCD, and signal MC. The QCD
distributions are exracted from sets with minimum generator HT >1000 GeV. From upper left
to lower right, maximum subjet b tag for top discrimination (SJcsvmax >0.5426), τ3/ τ2 for top
discrimination (τ3/ τ2 < 0.8), softdrop mass used for top discrimination (105< MSD <210
GeV), double btag discriminant used for Higgs tagging (Dbtag> 0.8), and softdrop mass used
for Higgs discrimination (105< MSD <135 GeV).
Figure 2:
Normalized distributions of discriminating variables in tt, QCD, and signal MC. The QCD
distributions are exracted from sets with minimum generator HT >1000 GeV. From upper left
to lower right, maximum subjet b tag for top discrimination (SJcsvmax >0.5426), τ3/ τ2 for top
discrimination (τ3/ τ2 < 0.8), softdrop mass used for top discrimination (105< MSD <210
GeV), double btag discriminant used for Higgs tagging (Dbtag> 0.8), and softdrop mass used
for Higgs discrimination (105< MSD <135 GeV).
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After extracting TF(pT, η), it is used to predict the background in the full selection by defining135

a region with top and b candidate selections applied except requiring the Higgs inverted selec-136

tion in data (SB3). In this region, TF(pT, η) is used as an event weight for the Mthb spectrum,137

which is used as the QCD background estimate in the signal region (SR∼=SB3×(SB2/SB1)).138

Because the Higgs candidate softdrop mass is inverted in this selection (SB3), the Higgs candi-139

date 4-vector mass is set to the mean as extracted from SB4 (see below)) when forming the Mthb140

invariant mass. This has only has a small effect on the resulting distribution, and a systematic141

uncertainty is evaluated as the RMS of the distribution in SB4.142

In the TF(pT, η) extraction procedure, the tt component is subtracted from data in all distri-143

butions used for creating TF(pT, η) in order to ensure that TF(pT, η) only referrs to the QCD144

component. The fraction of tt subtracted from the numerator and denominator is low (7.3%145

and 0.4% of the total distribution respectively). Additionally, the tt contamination of the QCD146

background estimate in the signal region needs to be subtracted. This is performed by running147

the QCD background procedure on the tt MC using the same TF(pT, η) as is used when extract-148

ing the QCD estimate from data. This contribution accounts for 2.6% of the total QCD estimate149

in the signal region. The tt contamination has only a small effect on the QCD estimation, so the150

deviation due to tt subtraction procedure is taken as the difference between the subtracted and151

unsubtracted templates.152

In order to test the applicabilty and versitility of the background estimate in data, we define153

a set of control regions based on inverting the b tagging criterion on the b candidate AK4 jet154

(SB4-SB7). The TF(pT, η) function in this control region (SB6/SB5) can be seen Fig. 3. The155

Mthb background closure test in this region can be seen in Fig. 4 (SB4∼=SB7×(SB6/SB5)). The156

tt component is subtracted for this control region in an analogous way as the signal region.157

The agreement in this in the Mthb background closure test is considered evidence that the top158

candidate criterion can be inverted without biasing the Higgs candidate tagging, which is the159

primary assumption in the background esitimate.160

Additionally, the background closure can be studied in the QCD MC simulation. Fig. 5 shows161

the level of background agreement where the SR selection and QCD background are elements162

evaluated only using QCD MC. Although the level of agreement is close to 1σ when consider-163

ing the statistical uncertainty on TF(pT, η) and SR, we still include the change in normalization164

as an additional “non-closure” uncertainty of 12% when evaluating the QCD background un-165

certainty in real data.166

Tab. 3 shows the yield for various backgrounds, data, and signal for various selection regions167

including the full selection.168

The tt component is measured from simulation, with an additional event weight to correct the169

generator top pT distribution.170
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Selection regions
Region t H b Purpose

’SR’ ttag Htag btag limit setting
’SB1’ tantitag Hantitag btag background estimation
’SB2’ tantitag Htag btag background estimation
’SB3’ ttag Hantitag btag background estimation
’SB4’ ttag Htag bantitag background closure
’SB5’ tantitag Hantitag bantitag background closure
’SB6’ tantitag Htag bantitag background closure
’SB6’ ttag Hantitag bantitag background closure

Table 2: Selection regions used in the analysis. Cut slections described in the text are explicitly
defined here. The following definitions are used; Htag = Dbtag> 0.8 and 105< MSD <135 GeV,
ttag = SJcsvmax >0.5426 and τ3/ τ2 < 0.8 and 105< MSD <210 GeV, btag = CSV> 0.5426, Hantitag
= MSD <30 GeV, tantitag = SJcsvmax >0.5426 and τ3/ τ2 > 0.65 and 30< MSD <105 GeV, bantitag
= CSV< 0.5426.
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Figure 3: TF(pT, η) as measured in the b tag inverted control region (SB6/SB5). in the central
(left) and high (right) η regions.

Cutflow
Region Data QCD ttbar signal 1500 signal 2000 signal 2500 signal 3000

’b1’ 188261 — 1996 119 80 37 14
’h1’ 2980 — 405 56 40 18 7
’t1’ 201413 — 3648 99 68 32 12

’t1’ ’b1’ 45922 — 1410 69 47 22 8
’h1’ ’b1’ 1250 — 126 45 31 14 5
’t1’ ’h1’ 1129 869 305 32 24 11 4

’h1’ ’b1’ ’t1’ — 210 67 23 17 7 3

Table 3: Event yield table after various selections. All MC yields are scaled to 35.9 fb−1. Here
b1, h1, and t1 indicate the selection where at least one b, top or Higgs is tagged. NOTE – need
to fix h0 channel yields.
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Figure 4: Reconstructed W′ mass distributions in the b candidate inverted sideband (SB4)
shown for data, and background contributions. Several example signal W′ boson models are
shown to demonstrate the low signal contamination. All distributions are normalized using
the luminosity of the data set, and signal represents the summed contribution from the T′ and
B′ branching fractions assuming equal probability.
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Figure 5: Reconstructed W′ mass distributions in the QCD MC in the signal region for the
purposes of closure. The agreement given the systematic uncertainties is at the 1σ level, but
this disagreement is taken into account as an additional uncertainty when running on data.
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Figure 6: TF(pT, η) used for estiamtion of the QCD background estimate in the sigal region
(SB2/SB1). in the central (left) and high (right) η regions.
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Figure 7: Reconstructed W′ mass distributions in the signal region shown for several back-
ground contributions, and several example signal W′ boson models. All distributions are nor-
malized using the luminosity of the data set, and signal represents the summed contribution
from the T′ and B′ branching fractions assuming equal probability.
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5 Systematic uncertainties171

This analysis considers a wide range of systematic uncertainties that we organize into those172

that impact only the event yield, and those that have an effect on the Mthb distribution shape173

as well. All systematic uncertainties considered in the analysis are summarized in Tab. 4.174

5.1 Normalization uncertainties175

The uncertainty on the luminosity is taken as 2.5% for the dataset used in the analysis [21].176

In the analysis we use a top tagging MC to data scale factor measured in a semileptonic tt177

sample [22]. The uncertainties on the scale factor are asymmetric between -4% and 10% of the178

nominal value.179

The theoretical uncertainty in the ttbar cross section is taken into account as an asymmetric180

uncertainty between -5.5% and 4.8%.181

The “non-closure” uncertainty on the data derived QCD background estimate is evaluated as182

the normalization difference from the QCD MC closure test.183

5.2 Shape uncertainties184

The uncertainty in the Jet energy scale is taken into account by scaling the 4 vectors used in185

reconstructing the Mthb distribution by the ±1σ uncertainty. The jet energy scale variation186

largely has a horizontal shifting effect on the Mthb distribution, but can cause a normalization187

difference in the case that the jet falls above or below the kinematic threshold. The uncertainty188

in the jet energy resolution is also taken into account by the ±1σ jet energy resolution scale189

factor. This uncertainty is applied to all MC samples used in the analysis.190

The uncertainty in the jet mass scale and resolution is measured in a pure semileptonic ttbar191

sample. In this sample, a fit is performed to the merged W mass peak in which the mean192

and width of the PUPPI softdrop mass spectrum is extracted. The mass scale uncertainty is193

evaluated at 0.94% from the W mass peak mean which is evaluated as a mass shift, and the194

uncertainty on the mass resolution is evaluated at 20% from the W mass peak width. This195

uncertainty is applied to the signal estimate used in the analysis.196

The uncertainty used for the b tag requirement on the AK4 jet is evaluated by varying the b197

tagging and b mistagging scale factor by the ±1σ uncertainty and are considered uncorrelated198

with each other. Given the kinematic selection on the AK4 jet, this uncertainty is evaluated in199

four pT regions from 200-1000 GeV, at jet pT outside of this region, the uncertainty is evaluated200

as twice the uncertainty at 1000 GeV. This uncertainty is applied to all MC samples used in the201

analysis.202

The double b tagging uncertainty used for the Higgs tagging selection is evaluated by varying203

the double b tagging scale factor by the ±1σ uncertainty. The scale factor is parameterized us-204

ing three regions is pT, and similar to the AK4 b tagging uncertainty, outside of the kinematic205

range of the scale factor, the uncertainty is evaluated at twice the maximum range. Also eval-206

uated is the mistag scale factor in the case of a Higgs-mistagged top as explained in Section 3.207

The uncertainty on both the Higgs efficiency and mistag rate is applied to all MC samples used208

in the analysis, and is treated in an uncorrelated manner during limit setting .209

The analysis is largely in the kinematic plateau of the trigger, however, the small inefficiency210

in the low HT region is evaluated using the trigger efficeiency extracted from data as param-211

eterized in the three-jet pT sum (see Fig. 1), and the uncertainty is evaluated as half of this212
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inefficiency. This uncertainty is applied to all MC samples used in the analysis.213

As mentioned in Section 2, the MC pileup distribution is reweighted to match data using the214

minbias cross section of 69.2 mb. The uncertainty on this procedure is evaluated by varying215

the minbias cross section by ±4.6%. This uncertainty is applied to all MC samples used in the216

analysis.217

The tt distribution is reweighted to correct for known differences in the generator pT spectrum.218

For the 1σ uncertainty shape for this procedure, we use the difference from the unweighted219

distribution. This uncertainty is applied to the tt MC sample used in the analysis.220

The uncertainty in the parton distribution functions is evaluated using the NNPDF3.0 set. The221

NNPDF set uses MC replicas, from which the uncertainty is evaluated as the RMS of the dis-222

tribution of the associated weights, and is then added in quadrature with the αs uncertainty.223

In the case of signal, the shapes are then normalized to the nominal distribution, as to only224

preserve the shape of the PDF uncertainty for limit setting. The normalization component of225

the PDF uncertainty is considered an uncertainty on the signal cross section and is displayed226

as a hatched band in the limit plot.227

The QCD normalization and factorization (µR/µF) scale uncertatinty is evaluated using event228

weights provided for varying the µR/µF scales by a factor of two. There are six total weights229

that represent the independent variation of µR and µF as well as the correlated variation. Per230

event, all weights are considered and the envelope is then used as the ±1σ uncertainty band.231

This uncertainty is applied to the tt MC sample used in the analysis. Similar to the PDF uncer-232

tainty, the normalization component of this uncertainty is displayed as a signal cross section233

uncertainty in the limit plot, and the shape component alone is used for limit setting.234

The analysis considers four sources of uncertainty for the data derived QCD estimate. The sta-235

tistical uncertainty on TF(pT, η) is propegated to the Mthb spectrum by evaluating the TF(pT, η)236

weight at the ±1σ in a given pT,η bin. The uncertainty from each TF(pT, η) bin is added in237

quadtrature to form the uncertainty envelope in the Mthb template. The up and down uncer-238

tainty variation in the tt subtraction procedure is taken as the unsubtracted Mthb distribution239

and the resulting Mthb distribution given twice the subtraction. The uncertainty on the 4 vec-240

tor Higgs candidate mass modification is taken as ±30 GeV. For more information on these241

corrections and uncertainties, see Section 4.242

The MC statistical uncertainty is taken into account using the “Barlow-Beeston lite” method243

during limit setting.244
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Table 4: Sources of systematic uncertainty affecting the Mthb distribution taken into account
when setting 95% CL upper limits. Sources that list the changes as±1 standard deviation (s.d.)
depend on the distribution of the variable given in the parentheses, while those that list the
variation as a percent are rate uncertainties.

Source Variation Process
Integrated luminosity ±2.5% signal, tt

Top quark tagging +10.0%, −4% signal,tt
tt cross section +4.8%, −5.5% tt

Top pT reweighting +1s.d.(pTgen) tt
Matrix element µR/µF scales ±1s.d.(µR/µF) signal,tt

Jet energy scale ±1s.d.(pT, η) signal,tt
Jet energy resolution ±1s.d.(pT, η) signal,tt

Jet mass scale ±1s.d.(MSD) signal,tt
Jet mass resolution ±1s.d.(MSD) signal,tt

b tagging ±1s.d.(pT) signal,tt
b mistagging ±1s.d.(pT) signal,tt

double b tagging ±1s.d.(pT) signal,tt
double b mistagging ±1s.d.(pT) signal,tt

Pileup ±1s.d. (σmb) signal,tt
PDFs ±1s.d.(Q2, x) signal,tt

HT trigger ±1s.d.(HT) signal,tt
tt contamination ±1s.d.(pT) QCD

TF(pT, η) ±1s.d.(pT, η) QCD
Higgs mass modification ±1s.d.(MH) QCD

Non closure ±12% QCD
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6 Limit setting procedure245

The Mthb distribution used for limit setting can be seen in Fig. 7.246

A Poisson model is used for each bin of the Mthb distribution. The mean of the Poisson distri-247

bution for each bin is taken to be:248

µi = ∑
k

βk × Tk,i, (3)

where k includes both the signal and background models, βk is the Poisson mean for process249

k, and Tk,i represents the fraction of events expected for each process k in bin i. For the signal250

template, we sum the reconstructed Mthb distribution from the tB′ and T′b branching fractions.251

Using Bayesian statistics with a flat prior for the signal cross section, we obtain 95% CL up-252

per limits on the production cross section of W′ in the W′ →VLQ→tHb branching fraction.253

Pseudo-experiments are used to derive the ±1σ deviations in the expected limit. The system-254

atic uncertainties described above are accounted for as nuisance parameters and the posterior255

probability is refitted for each pseudo-experiment. The Theta package [23] is used to set cross256

section upper limits, which are shown in Fig. 8.257
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Figure 8: The W′ boson 95% CL production cross section limits. The expected (dashed black)
limits, as well as W′ boson theoretical cross section (solid blue), and the PDF normalization
uncertainties (dashed blue) are shown. The uncertainty in the expected limit band represents
the 68% and 95% confidence intervals. The limits given low (top-left), central (top-right), and
high (bottom) VLQ mass range (see Tab.1) is shown.
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